
Why customers use 
Call2Teams™

• Enable Calling in Teams 

experience without needing 

any hardware or software

• Use your existing phone 

provider, numbers and 

facilities. No disruption. 

• A simple monthly 

subscription cloud service 

that can be delivered to 
selected users

“Call2Teams™ enabled us to deliver a great calling experience to our Office 365 Teams users 

without compromising on our current call management tools. And it was set-up in record time.”

Tarryn Magistrelli. Finance & Operations Manager, Futerra Sustainability Communications
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Get the best of both worlds

When upgrading to Microsoft 

Teams Phone System, dial tone still 

comes from an existing carrier 
resulting in less risk of service 

interruption, faster deployments, 

and less friction when trying to port 

over large volumes of phone 

numbers.

Can be deployed in hours 

across the globe 

A common point of contention 

when migrating is breaking an 

existing service contract. 
Enterprises using Microsoft Teams 

Phone System can stay on their 

carrier or migrate to Microsoft 

Calling Plans over time, providing 

maximum flexibility.

Low risk, non-disruptive, cost 

effective.

Any multinational company with 

locations and employees in another 

country, even if Microsoft doesn’t 
have native service there, can still 

use Microsoft Teams Phone 

System. Call2Teams infrastructure 

operates across 4 continents, 

providing truly global coverage.

Easier Migration Simple Deployment Global Platform

What is Bring Your Own carrier from Call2Teams™?

With Call2Teams’s BYOC feature, enterprise customers have the flexibility to keep their 

current PSTN service providers by redirecting existing voice circuits to the Microsoft 

Teams Phone System or implementing a hybrid solution with their existing PBX. This 

unique capability allows customers to enjoy all the benefits and features of Microsoft 

Teams Phone System while keeping their existing service provider contracts, phone 

numbers, and calling rates with their preferred carrier of record.

Use Call2Teams to leverage BYOC for the Ultimate Flexibility in Microsoft 

Teams Phone Service Provisioning.

Bring Your Own Carrier (BYOC) 
to Microsoft Teams.



Bring Calling to Teams

The quickest and easiest way 

to enable Calls in Microsoft 

Teams.

Why not give it a try?

• Redefine how your current voice 

platform is used

• Call2Teams™ can be evaluated 

without disruption

• Evaluate the service free for 30 

days for up to 25 users

• Discover the boost your team 

workers get from a new way of 

collaborating
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• Leverage existing voice services to power the latest Microsoft Teams features

• Streamline the number of tools your users need to use, reducing cost, administration and training.

• Take advantage of the latest enhanced communications to save costs and increase the level of service your users enjoy

We’re passionate about Unified Communications. We work with our customers to reimagine the world of business 

communications and collaboration; we consistently drive progress, innovation and creativity at a rapid pace with the shared 

goal of helping business stay ahead of the curve when it comes to taking advantage of the latest technology, so business 
can be done more efficiently and effectively.

With Call2Teams™ you can deliver a voice solution that 

combines Unified Communications and Teams Collaboration

BYOC via the public Internet

Redirect BYOC SIP trunks from your datacenter via a Call2Teams to 
the Microsoft Teams Phone System over the public internet

Benefits:

• Simplified migration

• Increased speed of deployment

• Lower network operating costs

• Perfect for smaller locations

Provide enhanced collaborative tools for your teams to deliver a true productivity boost for your 
projects

Why Qunifi?

Call2Teams

SIP Trunk Provider

Office 365
Phone System

SIP
Trunks

Teams
Client

A solution that’s customer-ready

• Call2Teams’ 15-minute setup gets customers on the air quickly

• No PowerShell or SBC administration knowledge is needed

• Reduced customer risk and downtime speeds-up adoption and 
gives clear differentiation

Part of a growing family of services

• The Call2Teams family of services help customers along their 
journey to Microsoft Teams

• Customers can keep with one partner as they grow

• The investment and value to the customer is maintained


